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Abstract: In wireless sensor network nodes position estimation in space is known as localization. It assumes a basic
part in numerous area discriminating applications (like target following) where mistaken area data, can adequately
disturb the undergoing tasks. The most dependable strategy for the localization is GPS however the expense and
energy requirements makes its unfeasible for a large portion of the applications. Looking for a substitute for GPS,
historic point or anchor node (which have perfect data about their positions or directions) is utilized to transmit some
reference signalal and alternate nodes are utilized a few calculations (trilateration or triangulation and so forth.) to
measure their position on the premise of reference signalalstrength (RSSI) (utilized for distance estimation) and angle
of arrival(AOA) (utilized for direction estimation). However the estimation of distance from RSSI in not precise
particularly in time fluctuating natural conditions and the estimation of accurate angle requiredcomplex reception
apparatus, and even then it may influenced by multipath fading. Henceforth in this paper we are exhibiting a
consolidate RSSI and AOA methodology which attempt to discover the best location by fulfilling both the criteria with
insignalificant slip. The simulationresults likewise approves that the proposed method ca adequately outperform both
the methods.
Keywords: WSN, Localization, Optimization, Genetic Algorithm.
I.
INTRODUCTION
WSN is acommunication system which does not obliges any incorporated control or infrastructure for application regions
where the foundations of such assets are troublesome like military, marine and in environmental monitoring, early
warning and rescuenetwork for crisis circumstances, as of late its region of utilization is likewise developing in
household and medical fields. The necessity and signalificance of localization for WSN could be seen by its application
in atmospheric or geographic monitoring where the sensor perusing are particular to sensor locations. Since the
estimation of distance on the basis of got signalalstrength (RSS) in not exact due to the fading attributes of the path
which signalificantly shifts with time and climate likewise the angle of arrival (AOA) estimation either obliged a
profoundly directional reception apparatus (antenna) with complex transforming calculation yet error can't be
disregarded. The other issue is with localization is it obliged higher quantities of anchor points to precisely assess the
position in three dimensional space of node. The techniques examines above are fall in the range based methods however
there exist another methodology which utilizes just the network data between obscure nodes and historic points. These
strategies can be further isolated into two classifications: nearby systems and hop tallying strategy. In hop numbering
strategy node measures the distances to its neighbor anchor nodes by the hop numbers and the hop size for the nearest
anchor node and after that measure its own particular position, while the nearby method node gathers the position data of
its neighbor anchor nodes to measure its position. In this paper we are concentrating on the range based strategy due to its
exactness and versatility to any convention and displayed a join RSS and AOA based advancement way to deal with
precisely measure the area of node. This rest of paper is sorted out as take after, segment II presents a brief audit of the
related writing while the III and IV area clarifies the RSS and AOA procedures individually for area estimation. The
segment V clarifies the genetic calculation and area VI clarifies the proposed calculation adherent by the reproduction
results and conclusion with future extension in VII and VIII individually.
II.
LITERATURE REVIEW
An overview on diverse localization methods accessible is exhibited by Guangjie Han et al [1], they additionally rename
the localization calculations on the portability condition of points of interest and obscure nodes perspective with an
itemized examination. Conveyed Angle Estimation based methodology is exhibited in [2]. In the writing two recieving
wire anchor are utilized to transmit straight twitter waves at the same time, and the point of takeoff (AOD) of the
transmitted waves at every accepting node is assessed through recurrence estimation of the nearby got signalal quality
evidence (RSSI) signalal. Estimation strategy is additionally enhanced with the adaption of numerous parallel exhibits to
give the space differing qualities. The other preference of the strategy is depend just on radio handsets and
synchronization is required. Zero-conﬁguration indoor localization to measure a connections between RSSI tests and the
distance between nodes is displayed in [4]. A localization approach particularly for the mine surroundings proposed in
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[5]. They proposed a programmed methodology for concurrent reﬁnement of sensors positions and target following by
the utilization of an estimation model from a genuine mine, and apply a discrete variation of ongoing conviction
proliferation to handle all non-Gaussian vulnerabilities ordinary for mining situations. Mohammad Abdul Azim et al [6]
introduced a cross entropy (CE) system for localization of nodes. Their proposed unified calculation measures area of the
nodes by measuring distances of the neighboring nodes. At long last the mistake minimization is finished by utilizing the
CE system. The sensor localization for the circumstances where the anchor force is obscure is proposed in [9] which uses
the semi-deﬁnite programming (SDP) unwinding procedure and the calculation does not obliges anchor power data it
requires just an assessment of the way misfortune example
III.
RSSI BASED LOCALIZATION
By deﬁnition, the got signal quality is the voltage or power measured at the receiver end utilizing signal quality pointer
(RSSI) circuit. Since signal quality estimator is right away comes as an essential piece of radio collector chip
subsequently does not obliges equipment segments. Since just flag quality is required the method does not forced extra
network movement overhead.
Following calculations are utilized for discovering location from signal
𝐿𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 = 𝑃𝑡𝑥
𝑇𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 = 𝑃𝑟𝑥
𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑎𝑡 − 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑠 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛
𝑇𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑡 − 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑒ﬃ𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝛼
Then the following equation can be used for estimation of distance between anchor node and the receiver nodes:
𝑃𝑡𝑥
𝑃𝑟𝑥 = 𝑐 ∗ 𝛼
𝑑
𝛼
𝑃𝑡𝑥
𝑑= 𝑐∗
… … … … … . (1)
𝑃𝑟𝑥
𝑊𝑒𝑟𝑒
𝑐 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑡 − 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠.
𝛼 = 2, 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒.
2 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 4 = 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑒 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡 𝑓𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒
Ones the node estimates the distance from different anchor nodes it utilizes the following algorithm to estimate its
location
𝐿𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ 𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑥𝑢 , 𝑦𝑢 , 𝑧𝑢
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑒𝑎𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑆𝑆 = 𝑑𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡 , 𝑖 ∈ 𝑛
Writing the equalities
𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑢 2 + 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑢 2 + 𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢 2 = 𝑑𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐 𝑖 ∈ 𝑛
… … … … . . (2)
𝑛

𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑓𝑢𝑛 =

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑢

2

+ 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑢

2

+ 𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢

2

− 𝑑𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝑖=1

. . … … … … (3)
Hence the location of node can be estimated by searching the values of 𝑥𝑢 , 𝑦𝑢 , 𝑧𝑢 which satisfies the equation (2) or
minimizing the value of objective function (equation (3)).
IV. AOA BASED LOCALIZATION
The Angle-of-Arrival(AOA) is the angle of the intendedsignal individual to receiver‟s position. Shortly two separate
methods are utilized for the estimation of AOA.
In the first procedure receiver uses the arrayantenna and the got signal from every components of the exhibit is then
transformed to measure the AOA using some mathematical calculations.
The second system for measuring the source signal‟s AOA, uses the turning, directional reception antenna, and the point
is evaluated by watching the peaks. The rotational edge between two tops speaks to the relative point between for the
receiver's perspective.
The connection between relative points and the directions is given as takes after
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑖 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑣𝑖
𝜃 = 2 ∗ atan
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑖 + 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑣𝑖
… … … … … . . (4)
Now ones the angle is estimated from all anchor points the location vector can be calculated by minimizing the equation
(5)
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𝑛
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑖 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑣𝑖
𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑓𝑢𝑛 =
2 ∗ atan
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑖 + 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑣𝑖
𝑖=1

− 𝜃𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . … … … … … . (6)
𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜃𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑒 𝑖 𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
V. GENETIC ALGORITHM
A straightforward Genetic Algorithm is an iterative technique, which keeps up a consistent size population P of hopeful
arrangements. Amid every emphasis step three geneticoperations (crossover, mutation, and reproduction) are performing
to create new populations, and the chromosomes of the new populations are assessed through the estimation of the
wellness which is identified with expense capacity. In view of these genetic administrators and the assessments, the
better new populations of hopeful arrangement are shaped. With the above depiction, a straightforward genetic
calculation is given as take after [6]:
1. Produce randomly a population of parallel string
2. Compute the wellness for every string in the population
3. Make posterity strings through crossover and mutation operation.
4. Assess the new strings and ascertain the wellness for every string (chromosome).
5. On the off chance that the search objective is attained to, or an admissible generations is accomplished, return the best
chromosome as the arrangement; overall go to step 3.
VI.
PROPOSED WORK
The proposed system measures the exactlocation of node from the accessible anchor nodes by utilizing RSSI and AOA
and discovering the exactsolution for both all the while. The proposed calculation can be represented in following steps
Step 1: let in the present topology of the network N-anchor nodes with their known location are available and every one
of them are transmitting their location and the power.
Step 2: now the receiver nodes need to find its location assesses the signal quality of the signal got from every anchor
nodes independently and utilizes the equation (1) to measure the surmised distance from each of the anchor nodes.
Step 3: Ones the node assesses the distance from all the anchor nodes it begins discovering the point of landing from
every nodes by either utilizing antenna array reception process or by straightforward directional turning antenna.
Step 4: After computing the data of distance and edges the node utilizes the genetic calculation to find its locationby
minimizing the objective function given in mathematical expression (7)
𝑛

𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑓𝑢𝑛 =

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑢

2

+ 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑢

𝑖=1

+ 2 ∗ atan

2

+ 𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢

2

− 𝑑𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑖 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑣𝑖
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑖 + 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑣𝑢 ∗ 𝑣𝑖

− 𝜃𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . . (7)
Step 5: if the genetic calculation findsasolution for the mathematical expression (7) it ends the iterations else it gives the
best fittestsolution inside the given iterations.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
The evaluation of the proposed work is done by simulating it for different scenarios and configurations
Scenario 1:
Table 1: Configuration used for scenario 1 to evaluation of the proposed algorithm.
Properties
Value
Width
100 m
Height
100 m
Length
100 m
Number of Anchor Nodes
2
Error in Distance Calc. (%)
5
Error in Angle Calc. (%)
5
GA Population Size
64
Maximum Iterations
100
Techniqu
e
Original
© 2015, IJARCSSE All Rights Reserved

x

y

z

36.984

4.8727

65.651

%
Error
0

Time
(Sec.)
0
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7
3
14.401 20.476
29.451
RSS
76.325
38.178
5
2
6
66.308
61.950 29.711 36.705
AOA
1.8406
4
8
4
2
36.069 15.787 81.374 19.162 54.297
Proposed
1
9
5
4
1
Scenario 2:
Table 2: Configuration used for scenario 2 to evaluation of the proposed algorithm.
Properties
Value
Width
100 m
Height
100 m
Length
100 m
Number of Anchor Nodes
3
Error in Distance Calc. (%)
5
Error in Angle Calc. (%)
5
GA Population Size
64
Maximum Iterations
100

Technique

x

y

z

Original
RSS
AOA
Proposed

61.9548
57.4399
61.205
61.5274

29.6901
31.2099
28.5678
29.0071

33.5724
34.0755
33.239
33.7875

%
Error
0
4.7903
1.3903
1.03

Time
(Sec.)
0
28.1446
28.4945
44.6728

Scenario 3:
Table 3: Configuration used for scenario 3 to evaluation of the proposed algorithm.
Properties
Value
Width
100 m
Height
100 m
Length
100 m
Number of Anchor Nodes
4
Error in Distance Calc. (%)
5
Error in Angle Calc. (%)
5
GA Population Size
64
Maximum Iterations
100

Technique

x

y

z

Original
RSS
AOA
Proposed

49.0919
45.8856
52.692
50.0703

42.3831
44.4714
41.8013
44.0801

64.1134
65.9079
64.1856
64.8968

%
Error
0
4.2263
3.6476
2.1097

Time
(Sec.)
0
37.6292
37.3421
57.9853

Scenario 4:
Table 4: Configuration used for scenario 1 to evaluation of the proposed algorithm.
Properties
Value
Width
100 m
Height
100 m
Length
100 m
Number of Anchor Nodes
5
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Error in Distance Calc. (%)
5
Error in Angle Calc. (%)
5
GA Population Size
64
Maximum Iterations
100
Technique

x

y

z

Original
RSS
AOA
Proposed

26.8974
27.0184
27.4804
25.7193

49.5144
48.2211
49.5634
49.2885

43.7701
41.6802
46.1466
45.7543

%
Error
0
2.4606
2.4475
2.3186

Time
(Sec.)
0
39.2769
39.4571
56.5356

Figure 1: Comparison of the proposed algorithm (RSS+AOA) with RSS and AOA for the Location Estimation Error (in
Percentage).

Figure 1: Comparison of the proposed algorithm (RSS+AOA) with RSS and AOA for the Location Estimation Time (in
Seconds).
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ASPECTS
This paper proposes a joint RSSI + AOA based algorithm which are at the same time enhanced by the genetic algorithm
to discover the exact location of the sensor node utilizing some anchor nodes. The simulation results with diverse
situation demonstrates that the presented algorithm gives the most astounding exactness with anaverage error of 2% with
is twice superior to the nearest contender AOA. The outcome additionally shows that just three anchor node are sufficient
to give best estimation the further increment in anchor node prompts increment in time however does not enhances
precision. The present reenactment likewise demonstrates that the transforming time for the proposed calculation is much
higher than others this is on account of standard genetic calculation is utilized however as a part of future some
committed enhancement method can be produced yet instantly it is leave for future work.
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